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Eliza Gonzalez Has Had More Plastic
Surgery Than A Nose Job — Docs Say

Though Liam Hemsworth’s new flame has admitted to getting some work
done on her nose, multiple doctors tell HollywoodLife.com EXCLUSIVELY
that the extent of her plastic surgery goes way further than that.
Liam Hemsworth’s new love interest Eiza Gonzalez has not been afraid to admit that her looks are
not all-natural, but she may still be hiding some things. HollywoodLife.com has all the EXCLUSIVE
details!

Eiza Gonzalez’s Plastic Surgery: Way More Than Just A Nose Job?
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Kylie%Jenner%Rumored%Lip%Injections:%6%Surgeons%
Say%Teen%Had%Work%Done%
%
Inquisitor.com!
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Kylie!Jenner!is!a!beautiful!teenager!who!just!happens!to!be!part!of!a!famous!family!known!for!their!looks.!
Her!sister!Kim!Kardashian!is!regarded!by!many!to!be!one!of!the!most!beautiful!women!in!the!world,!and!
her!sister!Kendall!is!a!rising!star!in!the!modeling!universe.!So!it’s!no!surprise!that!youngest!sibling!Kylie!
Jenner!seems!a!bit!preoccupied!with!her!looks!lately,!but!has!she!had!plastic!surgery!to!look!a!bit!more!
like!her!Kim!K!Superstar!sister?!
Six!plastic!surgeons!told!Hollywood!Life!that!the!answer!is!“yes.”!According!to!a!half!dozen!specialists,!
Kylie!Jenner!has!definitely!had!lip!injections.!While!only!the!reality!television!starlet!and!budding!model!
knows!for!certain,!the!doctors!asked!about!her!dramatic!transformation!all!agreed!that!the!teen’s!pouty!
mouth!has!been!enhanced.!
Indeed,!a!quick!look!at!the!difference!between!a!younger!Kylie!Jenner!and!the!17LyearLold!girl!today!show!
something!extraordinary.!While!she!has!always!been!quite!lovely,!she!doesn’t!even!look!like!the!same!
person!anymore.!Sure!she’s!a!little!bit!older!now,!but!aging!doesn’t!typically!make!one’s!lips!swell!to!
double,!or!triple,!their!normal!size.!
Lyle%M.%Back,%M.D.,%a%Cherry%Hills,%New%Jersey%board%certified%plastic%surgeon,!agreed!with!
Salzhauer’s!assessment.!“Unfortunately,!she!has!that!tellLtale!and!not!so!natural!‘duck!lip’!look!going!on.!It!
looks!like!all!the!filer!went!into!her!upper!lip!–!none!in!the!lower.!I!like!a!little!bit!more!of!a!‘pout’!in!the!
lower!lip.!Her!upper!lip!has!been!overfilled.”!
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Renee'Zellweger’s'new'look'due'to'weight'
loss,'not'plastic'surgery:'Woffles'Wu'
'
women.asiaone.com!

Thin!may!be!in,!but!the!lack!of!fat!in!the!face!can!lead!to!a!markedly!aged!appearance.!And!losing!weight!
ages!those!over!40!even!more!rapidly.!
!
When!the!45@year@old!actress!walked!the!red!carpet!at!the!Elle!Women!In!Hollywood!Awards!in!Beverly!
Hills!on!Monday,!she!surprised!everyone!with!an!almost!unrecognizable!face.!
!
Gone!were!her!cherubic!cheeks,!bedroom!eyes!and!smooth!skin.!She!had!a!noticeably!wide@eyed!look,!
different!cheeks!and!tighter!skin.!It!sparked!widespread!speculation!that!she!had!undergone!drastic!
plastic!surgery.!
!
'NICER'NOW''
Some!plastic!surgeons!guessed!that!the!actress,!known!for!the!Bridget!Jones!movies,!might!have!had!
Botox,!fillers,!brow!lift,!facelift!and!a!nose!job.!
!
Dr'Lyle'Back,'a'plastic'surgeon'in'Philadelphia,'a'city'in'north@eastern'Pennsylvania,!told!
Hollywood!Life:!"I!think!she!actually!looks!much!nicer!now.!
!
"She!had!an!excellent!facelift!which!has!made!her!face!much!less!puffy,!rectangular!and!masculine!
appearing.!
!

February 18, 2010

Doctors Explain: What's Wrong
With Angelina's
Face
Angelina Jolie was photographed in Venice, Italy Wednesday afternoon with
two protruding muscles where her chin meets her neck.
The photo was not altered, as Jolie, 34, sported the same facial protrusion at the
BAFTA awards in February 2009 (see bottom photo, at left).
See stars' plastic surgery nightmares
UsMagazine.com consulted a number of plastic surgeons to find out what's
really going on because, as Beverly Hills-based Dr. Gabriel Chiu tells Us, "it's
unlikely that the banding can occur from strong facial muscles alone."
Dr. Elie Levine, who has not treated Jolie, says that it appears she's "received Botox to her face and likely her neck"
because she shows "no wrinkles along the sides of her eyes (the crow's feet) despite that very large smile... and her
forehead is smooth."
See what Jolie used to look like in her old modeling shots
Botox paralyzes muscles, causing one to "recruit other
muscles that are not regularly used to twisting the neck and
smiling widely" to compensate, he adds.
Dr. Chiu believes Jolie may have had a "minimally invasive
procedure" -- such as Gore-Tex injected into her face -- to lift
and suspend "the tissues in her neck, jaw line and lower
face."
Dr. Brian Glatt concurs. "Angelina appears to have had a
procedure done to tighten her lower face, neck, and jaw line
such as a mini or lower facelift," he says.
Do you think Jolie has also altered her lips? See pics!
If she had a mini-facelift, Dr. Andrew Jacano says the skin was not lifted far enough back.
"Think of it like making your bed," he says. "If you don't pull the sheets tight enough, they'll appear wrinkled and
bunched at the corners."
But Dr. Lyle M. Back believes Jolie has not received any cosmetic surgery. He credits the protrusion to Jolie's "very
thinned out skin -- tented and pulled over the edge of the angle of her jaw" as the result of her having less than 10
percent body fat.
See how Jolie's looks have changed over the past few years
"Body builders love to employ a variety of techniques to get their skin looking this thin so that the judges can actually
see the striations and fiber lines in their muscles through their skin," he adds.

Uma Thurman denies plastic surgery but
surgeons say otherwise: 'I looked weird!'

Uma Thurman denies she got plastic surgery but plastic surgeons say Uma likely got an eyelift and
facelift.
Alberto E. Rodriguez; Robin Marchant/Getty Images
Uma Thurman denied she got plastic surgery, attributing her changed face to makeup. "I know I
look weird!" Thurman told the "Today Show" Feb. 12. "I guess nobody liked my makeup."
Uma's makeup artist also denied the "Kill Bill" star got plastic surgery, saying Thurman's
changed looks were due to artful makeup application. Troy Surratt is shocked by the rampant
plastic surgery speculation, saying makeup can dramatically alter a person's face.
“Frankly, I’m quite surprised by the conversation,” Surratt told People. “By now I would have
thought that we were all open to, and knowledgeable of, the role that makeup plays ... as a
medium for creative self-expression. Women should feel open and free to experiment with
different beauty looks. It’s only makeup. At the end of the day, it all washes off.”
Surratt called the look he created for Thurman "effortless Parisienne chic" focusing on dark lips
and soft eyes. However, Troy's plastic surgery denials contradict some plastic surgeons, who
said Uma appears to have undergone plastic surgery based on her surprising before-and-after
photos.
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Iggy!Azalea!Plastic!Surgery:!Boob!Job,!Chin!
Implants,!Nose!Job,!And!Botox!–!Will!Anything!
Be!Able!To!Save!Her!Failing!Career?!
!
Celebdirtylaundry.com!

Iggy!Azalea’s!career!is!sinking!faster!than!the!Titanic,!and!the!
rapper’s!new!addiction!to!plastic!surgery!isn’t!exactly!helping!
her!image.!You!sound!a!little!foolish!rapping!about!how!you!
are!the!“realest”!when!there!is!hardly!anything!real!left!on!
your!body!and!you!look!like!a!completely!different!person!
than!you!did!three!years!ago.!Seriously,!if!you!place!a!photo!of!
Iggy!from!2012!next!a!2015!photo!of!the!rapper!they!look!like!
completely!different!people.!They!couldn’t!even!pass!as!
sisters!!
!
The!July!13!edition!of!Life!&!Style!Magazine!reveals!that!not!
only!has!Iggy!Azalea!had!a!boob!job!–!which!she!has!openly!
admitted!to!–!but!she!has!had!a!ton!of!other!plastic!surgery!
procedures!too!!According!to!the!magazine,!Iggy!has!had!a!
boob!job,!a!chin!implant,!a!nose!job,!and!basically!so!much!
Botox!and!fillers!pumped!into!her!face!that!she!is!
unrecognizable.!Rumor!also!has!it!that!Iggy!has!dabbled!in!
buttRinjections!too!–!but!she!still!has!nothing!on!Kim!Kardashian.!
!
Plastic!surgeon!Dr.!Lyle!M.!Back!dished!to!L&S!on!Iggy’s!work,!“She!is!still!quite!attractive,!but!
now!she!looks!like!someone!else.!I!see!Christina!Applegate!crossed!with!Kaley!Cuoco!Sweeting!
crossed!with!Keanu!Reeves.!Someone!nipped!and!tucked!it!right!out!of!the!ballpark.”!
!
Sadly,!no!amount!of!nips,!tucks,!or!injections!seem!to!be!making!any!difference!in!Iggy’s!overall!
success.!Despite!her!everRchanging!looks,!her!songs!continue!to!debut!softly!on!the!Billboards!–!
and!her!recent!collaboration!with!Britney!Spears!was!borderline!embarrassing.!The!two!singers!
actually!wound!up!getting!in!a!feud!on!Twitter!over!which!one!of!their!faults!it!was!that!“Pretty!
Girls”!was!such!a!flop.!
!
Do!you!think!that!Iggy!Azalea!has!peaked,!or!could!she!still!come!back?!Do!you!think!the!plastic!
surgery!is!helping!or!hurting!her!career?!Do!you!miss!the!old!Iggy?!Let!us!know!what!you!think!in!
the!comments!below!!
!

JAMES#BROWN#IS#BURIED#IN#THE#FRONT#GARDEN!!#
!
Thehoopla.com.au!
!

!
Still!with!Hollywood!stars!and!new!faces,!Calista!Flockhart!is!being!accused!of!
“sneaking!off!and!shouting!herself!a!facelift!for!her!50th!birthday!”!Can!you!believe!it?!
‘Industry!insiders’!tell!The!National!Enquirer!moments!after!Calista’s!big!50th!bash!on!
November!11,!Harrison!Ford’s!wife!went!AWOL!..that!“friends!hadn’t!seen!her!in!
months”!according!to!an!‘industry!insider’!until!she!turned!up!on!the!red!carpet!at!the!
Golden!Globe!awards!months!later,!looking!stunning!!Dr#Lyle#Back,#a#top#plastic#
surgery#expert!(no!word!on!whether!he!also!scrutinized!Uma!Thurman’s!
“suspiciously!tight”!new!look)!cast!his!eagle!eye!over!recent!shots!of!Calista,!and!he!
declares:!“whoever!did!Calista’s!face!is!a!genius!!It’s!excellent!work,!clearly!the!hand!
of!a!master”!Dr!Back!claims.!
!

6.13.12

Let’s face it
Bristol Palin sure looks different in her big TV
comeback
The Bristol Palin you’ll see next week on “Bristol
Palin: Life’s a Tripp” looks a lot different than the
girl who, two years ago, nearly stole the
show on “Dancing With the Stars.”

It’s a thinner, more angular Palin with
darker hair who viewers will see firing
guns and raising her 3-year-old son Tripp in Alaska.
While her new svelte silhouette can be attributed to some
weight loss, some plastic surgeons have speculated that Palin,
now 21, has perhaps had some liposuction done on her chin
and neck — and maybe has gone so far as to have a chin
implant.
Palin has been making the talk-show rounds to promote her show and
the hosts, such as Kelly Ripa, haven’t picked up on the startling change
in her appearance.
Dr. Brian Glatt, a New Jersey plastic surgeon, told E! online that Palin
most likely had work done on the lower third of her face, resulting in a
more defined chin and neck.
“It looks to me like she’s had extensive liposuction throughout her neck,
including under her chin, which has clearly been liposuctioned,” he says.
Glatt also speculates that the single mom may have had a chin implant.
“Overall, she went from having a square face to a heart-shaped face, and
a heart-shaped face is considered more beautiful,” he says.
“Bristol Palin: Life’s a Tripp” debuts Tuesday on Lifetime.
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How,To,Say,No,
!
Surgicalaestheticsmagazine.com!
,
!!
IT’S!NEVER!EASY,!BUT!SOMETIMES!YOU!HAVE!TO!REFUSE!A!PROSPECTIVE!PATIENT’S!REQUEST.!
!
Surgeons!who!offer!cosmetic!procedures!spend!a!large!amount!of!time!and!money!attracting!and!
converting!prospective!patients.!A!lessKoften!discussed—yet!vitally!important—skill!is!knowing!when!
and!how!to!turn!patients!away.!Individuals!with!preKexisting!health!concerns,!unrealistic!
expectations,!underlying!psychiatric!problems,!and!those!who!do!not!truly!understand!the!risks!and!
implications!of!surgery!are!poor!candidates!for!aesthetic!procedures.!While!most!surgeons!
understand!this,!the!act!of!saying!no!to!an!unhappy!individual!who!has!come!to!you!for!help!can!be!
challenging!and!uncomfortable.!
!
Key!to!handling!these!cases!is!learning!to!recognize!potentially!problematic!patients!and!preparing!a!
script!that!will!allow!you!to!refuse!their!requests!tactfully.!“The!whole!subject!of!patient!selection!is!
complex,”!says!Grant!Stevens,!MD,!a!boardKcertified!plastic!surgeon!and!medical!director!of!Marina!
Plastic!Surgery!(marinaplasticsurgery.com).!“How!I!say!no!has!to!do!with!why!I!say!no.!Often!I!am!not!
saying!no!to!the!patient,!per!se,!but!I!am!saying!not!now!or!not!me.”!
!
Pre$Existing,Medical,Conditions,
,
The!most!important!situation!in!which!you!must!decline!surgery!involves!patients!who!have!medical!
risk!factors!that!make!them!poor!candidates!for!invasive!procedures.!In!these!cases,!the!best!strategy!
is!to!offer!safer!alternatives!or!counsel!patients!to!wait!until!they!are!healthy!enough!to!undergo!the!
desired!procedure.!“There!is!almost!always!something!that!we!can!offer,!even!if!it’s!not!exactly!what!
they!were!originally!looking!for,”!says!Lyle,Back,,MD,,a,board$certified,plastic,surgeon,in!private!
practice!in!Cherry!Hill,!New!Jersey!(ilovelyleback.com).!“If!the!medical!risk!precludes!an!invasive!
procedure,!we!can!offer!a!noninvasive!procedure.!It!might!not!give!the!patient!the!result!they!want,!
but!you!may!be!able!to!get!most!of!it!or!part!of!it.!There!are!really!great!situations!where!we!have!
something!that!is!less!risky!that!will!actually!work!better!for!such!patients’!concerns.”!
!
In!the!case!of!an!overweight!patient!who!needs!to!lose!weight!to!reduce!the!surgery!risk,!Dr.!Stevens!
refers!the!patient!to!a!trainer!and!a!dietician.!“They!can!help!the!patient!lose!the!60!pounds!or!so!they!
need!to!lose!before!we!can!do!surgery,”!he!says.!“So!I’m!not!saying!no,!I’m!saying!not!now,!because!
they!are!not!currently!a!physical!candidate!for!this!procedure.”!
!
Bad,Chemistry,
,

WHAT’S WRONG WITH
RICHARD SIMMONS?

Friends fear the
zany celebrity
is suffering in
secret

Diet guru TURNS RECLUSIVE

R

ICHARD SIMMONS hasn’t been
seen in public for almost a year – and
friends fear the 66-year-old fitness
guru may have returned to his old
overeating habits amid reports he’s plunged
into a deep depression.
“Richard has gone silent…he doesn’t
accept or return phone calls and he has his
housekeeper turn people away when they
come to visit him,” says a source, adding the
curly-haired Sweatin’ to the Oldies sensation
hasn’t even shown up at his Beverly Hills
exercise studio, Slimmons, for months.

Petrified of the pain
Sources say the eccentric celebrity needs
a left knee replacement but is terrified of
the surgery. “He never fully recovered when
his right knee was replaced four years ago,”
notes a pal. “It was a surgery he’d put off too
long. He was petrified of the pain and being
inactive.
“Now we hear his left knee needs to be
replaced and he’s just too scared to have
it done. But we

Mary-Kate
(left) now
appears quite
different from
twin Ashley

fear there is something more serious going
on with him.
“Hardly anyone’s heard from him all year.
He’s become a recluse.”
Simmons began his weight-loss crusade
more than 40 years ago, shedding 123 pounds
through healthy eating, proper proportions
and exercise. He later opened an exercise
studio and rode his zany personality to fame
and fortune.
“Richard used to be such a visible fixture in
L.A., wearing outlandish outfits and making
grand entrances just doing errands,” says the
source. “Now, no one sees him.”
Friends fear his physical problems have
sent him into a deep depression.
“Richard must feel like his whole body is
falling apart,” says the source. “You have to
worry that inactivity and depression have
sent him plummeting back into his old ways,
overeating for comfort.
“Friends miss him dearly and the general
consensus is he needs serious help.
“The trouble is, no one
can get to him.”

MARY-KATE’S
TWIN-CREDIBLE
NEW FACE!
!
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‘Richard must
feel like his
whole body is
falling apart’

BEING an Olsen twin may
have been too much of a
good thing. Now, Mary-Kate is
sporting a new face and looks
quite a bit different than sister
Ashley – leading to speculation
she’s had a little work done!
Once so much alike you
couldn’t tell them apart, the
change was evident when the
28-year-old twosome posed
together at the World of

Mary-Kate (left) and Ashley are
nearly identical in a 1996 video

Children Awards in New York.
Now, Mary-Kate’s “eyebrows
look much higher than before,
possibly from a brow lift,” says
Troy, Mich., plastic surgeon Dr.
Tony Youn. “Her cheeks also
look lifted or she may have had
injections of a cheek plumper.”
New Jersey cosmetic surgeon Dr. Steven Fallek agrees
Mary-Kate may have had fillers,
“Otherwise, she may have
had cheek and extended chin
implants surgically inserted.”
But Philadelphia plastic
surgeon Dr. Lyle Back insists
Mary-Kate’s skin “looks
particularly good and she
may have had a chemical peel
or two or laser treatment to
keep it looking so youthful and
smooth.” None of the docs have
treated either twin, who became
famous on TV’s Full House.

KNIFESTYLES OF THE RICH & FAMOUS

The Man’s View

FOREHEAD

“It appears Vivica
has Botox in her
forehead, crow’s-feet
and ‘angry lines’ between
the eyebrows,” notes
NYC plastic surgeon
Dr. Yoel Shahar. Cost?
$2,000 a year.

CHEEKS

“She’s had some
fairly significant filler —
probably her own body fat —
injected into her cheeks and
key areas around her mouth,”
suggests Philadelphia plastic
surgeon Dr. Lyle Back.
Fat transfer runs
about $5,000.

77%
SAY AFTER

BEFORE OR AFTER TWEAKS?

JAWLINE

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: GETTY (4); R/R

CHEST

Marysol Patton

“To make her chin
look less pointy,” shares
Dr. Shahar, “Vivica may
have had fillers in the
‘pre-jowl area,’ which
is the depression above
the chin.” Price: up
to $2,500.

The actress
likely underwent two
surgeries (up to $15K
each), says Dr. Back. “First
she had saline implants,
which she then replaced
with larger silicone
implants, a D- or
DD-cup size.”

Vivica’s Foxy Fix-Ups

1992

T

his past season on Celebrity
Apprentice, things got beyond
tense in the boardroom when
Kenya Moore hinted that fellow competitor Vivica A. Fox had had plastic surgery on her face. Which left
fans wondering: What exactly did

70 April 20, 2015

!

the 50-year-old Kill Bill actress do?
For starters, she’s turned back the
clock with “Botox in her forehead
and periorbital area [crow’s-feet and
between the brows],” suggests NYC
plastic surgeon Dr. Yoel Shahar, who
does not treat the star. Adds Phila-

delphia plastic surgeon Dr. Lyle Back:
“Fillers in her cheeks and around her
mouth have also lifted her skin and
provided a soft, friendly look. The
technique maximizes naturalness
and makes her appear like the aging
process has slowed or stopped.” Her

face isn’t all that’s undergone a reboot: Vivica has never denied having
a boob job — or maybe two. “She had
bad rippling caused by her original
saline implants, especially along her
sternum, or breastbone,” observes
Dr. Back, who likewise does not call

The Miami PR maven claims she’s
never gone under the knife, but
perhaps that’s just the spin doctor
talking! After all, how could any star
of the Real Housewives franchise
forgo a little face-freshening?
Debate swirls over whether the
48-year-old’s nose has been
narrowed since 2007 (left). But
experts agree that her ultrasmooth
forehead and plump pucker bear
obvious signs of Botox and fillers.
Good news, Marysol: Guys we
polled are loving the upgrade!

MIRACLE
IN A TUBE

NOW

Viv a patient. “She’s since replaced
them with silicone, which smoothed
things out, making the breasts look
more natural and sensual.” As Vivica herself once said, “As long as you
keep getting better, whatever it takes
to get you there, you do it!”

SEE YA, LADY LUMPS

Hello, bikini season — buh-bye,
cellulite! In addition to amping
up workouts, celeb trainer
David Kirsch recommends using
NeriumFirm to banish stubborn
bumps. The caffeine-infused
contouring cream has been
shown to dramatically smooth
and sculpt if used for 30 days.
NeriumFirm Body Contouring
Cream, $98, mynerium.com

LIFEANDSTYLEMAG.COM
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Faster than any dieryt,of
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DEMI MOORE
The rumor is she had lipo before “Charlie’s Angels: Full
Throttle.” She’s said: “I would
be lying if I said I don’t have
moments of panic when I
look into the mirror and
see things creeping in that
weren’t there before.”
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COURTNEY LOVE
OLLYWOOD and plastic surgery practically go handin-hand. Some stars are very open about getting the
fat sucked out of them, but some remain mum. Plastic
surgeons Dr. Victoria Karlinsky and Dr. Lyle Back share
their opinions but ENQUIRER readers, you decide:
Who’s had lipo? Who hasn’t? And who is just plain-old lying
about it?

H

The blonde rocker has admitted other surgeries – but
insisted she’s never had
liposuction. It’s hard to explain the weird lines around
her breasts and ring of fat
around her belly button.

MARIAH CAREY

KYLE RICHARDS

The pop star had
twins in 2011 – and Dr.
Karlinsky said: “She
does look amazing.
This is highly unusual
after carrying a twin
pregnancy.” Mariah,
she’s decided, “most
likely had some help.”

She’s one of the “Real
Housewives of Beverly Hills,” which means
real experience with
lipo. “After having
four kids, no matter
what exercise I did, the
love handles wouldn’t
go away,” she said.


KATHY GRIFFIN

CYNDI LAUPER

Her liposuction was
almost fatal. She put
pictures in her memoir,
saying: “I want women
to know that this is
what lipo looks like.
Like, are you sure you
don’t want to just work
out a little more?”

She’s been keeping
people
guessing.
The rumors persist,
but mostly because
Cyndi has been so
outspoken
about
her botched tummy
tuck surgery back in
2006.
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TARA REID
A legend of bad lipo! Dr. Karlinsky said: “She’s had overly
aggressive liposuction which
resulted in severe unevenness
in the abdominal skin.” Dr. Back
added: “It makes her terrible
breast implants look good.”

!

www.fashionista.com
Why Is Christy Turlington So
Distractingly Perfect-Looking? We
Investigate
On Monday evening, Calvin Klein and Macy’s hosted an
event for Christy Turlington Burns‘s non-profit organization,
Every Mother Counts (EMC), which works to make childbirth
safer for mothers and hopes to end preventable childbirthrelated deaths around the world.
The event featured a discussion between Burns and
Glamour‘s Cindi Leive about EMC’s growth, motherhood, and
running the New York marathon.
I was struck by how well-spoken, motivated and smart Burns
came across, but also–I have to say it–by how ridiculously
amazing she looked. She’s so perfect-looking it was truly
distracting, even though she was wearing a simple long black
dress. My pointing this out lead to a discussion in the office
about why we are all so obsessed with how gorgeous Burns
is, what specifically it is about her that makes her so pretty,
and why she still looks so great at 44.
When Leive asked if she had plans to do another Calvin Klein
Underwear campaign in another 10 years, the supe laughed
and said, “Oh god. Lots of yoga and running.”
So, the yoga and running may have something to do with it.
But we wanted to know more, about why–literally–she is such a beacon of physical perfection. So we asked a plastic
surgeon (yes, this story took an interesting turn didn’t it?).
According to New Jersey-based board-certified plastic surgeon Dr. Brian Glatt, it all boils down to geometry. “What
makes Christy Turlington [Burns] such an icon of virtually perfect beauty is a long oval divided face almost

!

Farrah$Abraham$Has$Butt$Enhancement,$Plastic$
Surgeon$Says$
!
Wetpaint.com!
!
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Credit:!Brett!Kaffee/Thibault!Monnier/©!PacificCoastNews.!All!Rights!Reserved/!MTV!
!
Please!cast!your!minds!back!to!January!2015,!when!Teen$Mom$OG’s!Farrah!Abraham!appeared!
onThe$Doctors$shortly!following!her!botched!lip!filler!surgery.!There,!the!23OyearOold!expressed!
her!concern!with!plastic!surgery!following!her!allergic!reaction,!but!also!admitted!that!she!was!
stillconsidering!getting!her!butt!enhanced.!Based!on!MTV’s!recent!Getting$To$Know$Farrah$special,!
it!appears!as!if!this!reality$star!did$get!her!butt!done,!and!even$board$certified$Philadelphia2
area$plastic$surgeon$Dr.$Lyle$Back!says!so!!
!
Wetpaint$Entertainment!reached!out!to!Dr.!Back!who,!based!on!before!and!after!snapshots!of!
Farrah’s!backside,!feels!she!“most!certainly”!had!work!done.!“She!has!had!significant!buttock!
enhancement,”!he!added.!“Folks,!this!is!no!‘allergic!reaction!’”!
!
While!Farrah!has!yet!to!confirm!or!deny!the!claims,!Dr.!Back!also!says!he!can!plainly!see!the!reality!
TV!star!had!some!work!done!to!her!backside.!“Previously,!her!buttocks!were!very!flat,!with!almost!
no!projection!—!the!‘booty’!part!of!the!booty!—!and!little!definition!along!the!banana!zone!(upper!

Nip!$Tuck!$Freeze!$Hollywood’s$MOST$EXTREME$New$
Surgery$Trends$REVEALED$––$Who$Zaps$Their$Gap,$Eats$
Worms$&$Is$Held$Together$With$String?$
%
Radaronline.com%
Getty%Images%
Not%surprisingly,%Momager%Kris%Jenner%is%the%poster%girl%for%Puppet%
Facelifts.%The%procedure%uses%needles%to%pull%pieces%of%string%through%the%
skin%and%cheek%muscles%to%lift%and%secure%the%face.%But%Dr.$Lyle$Back,$a$
plastic$surgeon$based$in$Philadelphia,%said%he’s%sewCsew%about%the%
procedure.%“The%sutures%can%be%seen%and%felt%–%forever,”%he%explained.%
%%
%
%
%
%
%
%
instagram/@lindsaylohan%
DeepCfreezing%themselves%to%fight%aging!%Subjects%stand%in%a%deepC
freeze%chamber,%where%the%temp%is%a%frosty%238%degrees%below%
zero,%and%get%blasted%by%nitrogen%gas.%The%polar%process%is%said%to%
stimulate%collagen%production,%boost%metabolism,%reduce%
wrinkles%and%melt%fat%at%a%whopping%800%calories%a%
session!%Lindsay%Lohan,%29,%documented%her%cryotherapy%
treatment%several%times%captioning%one%pic,%“CryoYourMind%
#ZimmerIceLab%I'm%at%it%again!!”%
%
%
%

%
instagram/@khloekardashian%
Celebs%who%want%to%get%a%leg%up%on%thunder%thighs%go%to%the%doc’s%
office%and%feel%the%burn.%“This%sounds%scary,%but%it’s%actually%a%
completely%simple,%easy%office%procedure%–%and%it%really,%really%
works!%“%said%Dr.%Back.%
%
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Kylie%Jenner%Plastic%Surgery:%Experts%Claim%
‘Keeping%Up%With%The%Kardashians’%Star%Has%
Been%‘Overfilled’%With%Lip%Injections%
%
enstarz.com!
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Kylie!Jenner!has!grown!up!in!front!of!millions!on!her!family's!reality!show,!E!'s!Keeping!Up!
With!The!Kardashians,!and!now!an!expert!has!claimed!that!she!has!a!different!look!thanks!
to!plastic!surgery.!
!
Before!and!after!pictures!of!the!reality!star!posted!on!Hollywood!Life!implies!that!she!has!
gotten!lip!injections.!!
But!Lyle%M.%Back,%M.D.%of%Cherry%Hills,%N.J.!said!she!might!have!overdone!it.!
"Unfortunately,!she!has!that!tell!tale!and!not!so!natural!'duck!lip'!look!going!on.!It!looks!like!
all!the!filler!went!into!her!upper!lip!H!none!in!the!lower.!I!like!a!little!but!more!of!a!'pout'!in!
the!lower!lip.!Her!upper!lip!has!been!overfilled."!

!
!
!
!

NICOLE'RICHIE’S'BOOB'JOB'THE'BREAST'EVER,'SAY'DOCS!'
!
Nationalenquirer.com!
!
Once&bony!Nicole'Richie’s!cups!runneth!over!!
While!the!fashionista!hasn’t!admitted!to!going!
under!the!knife,!medical!experts!agree!her!
new!breasts!are!among!the!best!that!money!
can!buy!!
!
“She!appears!to!have!rounder,!fuller!breasts!
with!an!increased!bust!size!that!only!a!silicone!
implant!can!bring,”!said!plastic'surgeon'Dr.'
Lyle'M.'Back,!who!has!not!treated!Nicole.!
“These!are!conservative!implants!which!
create!–!at!most!–!a!full!B!or!small!C!cup.”!!
The!reality!TV!star’s!long&running!battle!with!
eating!disorders!has!been!well&documented!
by!The!National!ENQUIRER.!
!
As!we!reported!in!Jan.!2014,!the!5&foot&1!
mother!of!two!had!melted!to!a!frightening!87!
pounds.!
!
“She!was!at!a!scary!level!of!skinny,”!said!Dr.!Back,!adding!that!extreme!weight!loss!can!
permanently!affect!the!size!of!a!woman’s!breasts.!“But!she!seems!to!have!gained!back!healthy!
weight!from!the!waist!down,!at!least.!It!also!seems!that!she’s!given!her!breasts!a!little!extra!help!to!
complement!her!new!curves.”!
!
Cosmetic!surgeon!Dr.!Anthony!Youn,!who!has!not!treated!Nicole,!33,!said:!“Her!surgeon!did!a!
classy!job.”!
!
Dr.!Back!agreed,!adding:!“As!a!celebrity!patient!told!me!recently,!‘Doc,!I!don’t!want!it!to!look!really!
obvious!that!I’ve!had!them!done,!but!I!don’t!want!them!to!look!like!I!haven’t!either!’”!
!

Stop%Looking%So%Mean%&%
Angry:%How%to%Reverse%
Resting%Bitch%Face%
!
Radiomd.com!
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!
!!
"Resting!Bitch!Face"!is!a!label!given!to!women!who!look!mean,!unintentionally.!!
!
The!term!might!have!started!off!as!a!joke,!but!many!women!are!identifying!with!this!phenomenon.!
!
This!condition!actually!exists.!The!severity!depends!on!the!shaping!and!lines!of!your!face.!For!
example:!
!
•
Thin!lips!=!mean,!older,!strict/stern!
•
Lines/folds!around!the!mouth!or!down!from!the!corners!=!mean,!unapproachable,!
unfriendly,!harsh,!scowling!
•
Beady,!nonFopen!looking!eyes!=!shifty,!tired,!uninterested,!apathetic,!bored/boring!
•
Deep!folds/lines!between!the!eyes!=!angry,!grouchy,!stern,!scolding!
•
Low,!flat!arched!eyebrows!=!tired,!stressed,!exhausted!
•
TooFhigh!arched!eyebrows!=!giddy,!ditzy,!hyper!
•
Low!eyebrows!folded!towards!the!center!=!judgmental!
•
Large,!nonFrefined!or!bottomFheavy!nose!=!masculine,!nonFfeminine,!rough,!older!
!
What!can!be!done!to!each!feature!to!combat!Resting!Bitch!Face?!
!
Lyle%Back,%MD,!joins!Dr.!Leigh!to!discuss!what!resting!bitch!face!is!and!how!you!can!reverse!it.!

'Teen%Mom'%XXX%Porn%Farrah%Abraham%Butt%Implants%
Shocker!%Did%MTV%Sex%Star%Get%More%Plastic%Surgery%After%
Botched%Lip%Injections?%
Mstarz.com!
!
Teen$Mom!porn!star!Farrah%Abraham!has!been!known!for!her!affinity!
for!plastic!surgery,!but!now!it!seems!the!MTV!star!has!taken!it!one!step!
further!and!got!butt!implants!!Will!we!see!her!latest!enhancement!on!the!
new!season!of!the!reality!show!that!made!her!famous?!
!
According!to!Wetpaint!Entertainment,!which!spoke!to!a!plastic!surgeon!
who!has!not!operated!on!the!reality!star,!Farrah!definitely!had!some!
work!done!on!her!derriere.!
!
"She!has!had!significant!buttock!enhancement.!Folks,!this!is!no!'allergic!
reaction!'"%Dr.%Lyle%Back!(yes,!that!is!his!name)!told!the!gossip!site.!
"Previously,!her!buttocks!were!very!flat,!with!almost!no!projection!—!he!
'booty'!part!of!the!booty!—!and!little!definition!along!the!banana!zone!
(upper!thigh!just!under!the!cheek),!and!flatness!for!what!should!be!the!
sexy!'smile'!of!the!buttock!crease!(from!the!deep!inner!thigh!up!and!outward).!All!of!these!have!been!
addressed!with!some!serious!additional!'volume'!placed!nicely!into!all!the!right!places!"!
!
When!asked!whether!the!MTV!mom!could!
have!gotten!injections!instead!of!surgery,!the!
Philadelphia!doctor!said!he!wasn't!able!to!tell!
from!just!her!pictures.!However,!he!stressed!
that!injections!are!the!safer!option.!
!
"Buttock!implants!are!notorious!for!shifting!in!
position,!getting!infected,!or!pressing!
uncomfortably!on!nerves,!both!shortOterm!and!
longOterm,"!Dr.!Back!said.!"After!a!brief!
recovery!period,!fat!injections!do!not!have!any!
of!these!potential!downsides.!The!fat!feels!nice!
and!soft!and!moves!just!like!it!is!supposed!to!"!
!
As!MStars!News!reported,!the!Farrah$Superstar:$Backdoor$Teen$Mom!actress!has!been!thinking!
about!getting!butt!implants!for!a!long!time.!In!an!appearance!to!talk!about!her!botched!lip!
surgery!on!daytime!talk!show!The$Doctors,!Farrah!mentioned!that!she!had!been!thinking!about!the!
booty!procedure!for!a!long!time.!
!
"I'm!still!doing!research![on!the!butt!surgery],"!the!reality!mom!said.!"I!don't!want!anything!that's!
causing!problems."!
!

EXCLUSIVE:*SEE#THE#DISHH'S#PHOTOSHOPPED'
IMAGE&THAT&PROVES&UMA"THURMAN"DIDN'T"HAVE"
PLASTIC(SURGERY!%
"
thedishh.com"
A"recent"picture"of"Uma"Thurman"on"the"red"carpet"got"the"world"talking"and"debating"whether"The"
Pulp"Fiction"star"has"had"plastic"surgery."But"here"at"TheDishh.com"we"have"proof"to"show"what"really"
is"going"on"(scroll"to"bottom"to"see"Photoshopped"image)."
What%You%Need%To%Know"
1."This"is"the"picture"that"has"got"everyone"talking"

"
2."Hollywoodlife.com"asked"some"plastics"surgeons"and"they"had"mixed"opinions:"
Dr.%Lyle%Back,%a%board;certified%Philadelphia;area%plastic%surgeon%said"Uma’s"eyes"have"“been"so"
overdone"that"her"overall"look"is"dramatically"strange…"They"look"too"small"and"too"tight."They"no"
longer"fit"the"face.”"
While"Plastic"surgeon"Dr."Matthew"Schulman"tells"HollywoodLife.com,"“I"actually"do"not"think"Uma"
had"any"cosmetic"surgery."I"have"carefully"looked"at"her"face,"making"sure"to"look"past"the"obvious"
lack"of"bangs,"and"she"looks"exactly"the"same."The"lines"on"her"forehead"and"around"her"eyes"are"
identical.”"
3."Fans"took"to"Twitter"in"their"thousands"to"comment"on"the"new"look"
"
"
"
"
"

Why,You,Should,Be,AntiFAging,Your,Hands,
'

Refinery29.com'

There’s'a'famous'scene'in'Gone%with%the%Wind%in'which'Scarlett'O’Hara'makes'a'dress'out'of'her'
mom’s'old'drapes'and'goes'into'Atlanta'to'sweet;talk'(seduce)'Rhett'Butler'into'giving'her'$300'
to'pay'the'taxes'on'Tara.'He'falls'for'it'until'(dun%dun%DUN)'he'grabs'her'hands.'"What'have'you'
been'doing'with'your'hands?'You've'been'working'with'them'like'a'field'hand!"'he'exclaims.'You'
see,'much'like'Shakira’s'hips,'hands'don’t'lie.''
'
If'you'don't'want'your'hands'to'betray'your'skin'sins,'it's'time'to'get'proactive.'"For'a'lot'of'
people,'there’s'a'disconnect'between'the'hands'and'the'face,'because'people'usually'take'care'of'
their'faces'and'they’re'not'doing'so'with'their'hands,"'says'Fredric'Brandt,'MD,'a'New'York'City;'
and'Miami;based'dermatologist'to'many'celebrities,'including'Stephanie'Seymour'and'Madonna.'
"People'don’t'pay'attention'to'[them],'and'they'get'to'that'critical'point'where'they'look'bad."'
'
Chances'are,'you’re'already'using'a'moisturizing'hand'lotion'pretty'regularly,'particularly'in'the'
winter.'But,'with'a'few'tweaks,'you'can'turn'that'haphazard,'one;minute'ritual'into'a'targeted'
prevention'regimen.'According'to'Dr.'Brandt,'now’s'the'time'to'start.'"Prevention'should'start'
when'you’re'very'young,'in'your'20s,"'he'says.''
'
You'can'use'the'same'products'on'your'hands'that'you'do'on'your'face.'Deborah'Lippmann,'nail'
guru'extraordinaire,'told'me'something'a'few'years'ago'that'blew'my'mind.'If'she'dispenses'too'
much'face'product,'she'rubs'the'extra'onto'the'backs'of'her'hands.'That'is'a'very'"duh"'sort'of'
beauty'hack,'but'it'had'never'occurred'to'me'—'now'I'do'it'religiously.''
'
Want'a'more'specific'plan'of'attack'besides'just'using'your'leftover'La'Mer'drippings?'Advice'
and'products,'right'this'way.''
'
Exfoliator'
Donna,Gouge,,a,medical,aesthetician,who,works,with,cosmetic,surgeon,Lyle,Back,,MD,,at,
his,practice,in,Cherry,Hill,,New,Jersey,'recommends'exfoliating'your'hands'about'once'a'week'
to'slough'off'dead'cells,'which'ensures'"better'product'penetration"'for'whatever'you’re'putting'
on'afterward.'For'hands'in'need'of'more'help,'Gouge'often'performs'chemical'peels.''
'
This'fantastic'scrub,'from'European'brand'Rituals'(it'launched'in'the'U.S.'last'summer),'provides'
gentle'exfoliation'and'contains'oils'to'keep'your'skin'from'getting'stripped.'
'
'

JACKSONET INVESTIGATES: WHO IS THE BIOLOGICAL
FATHER OF MICHAEL JACKSON'S KIDS? 'S KIDS?

This week a shocking report surfaced claiming that the biological father of Michael Jackson's children is
actually the King of Pop's one-time doctor -- and Debbie Rowe's former boss -- Beverly Hills dermatologist
Arnold Klein. Now, ET recruits a board certified plastic surgeon to do a comparative facial analysis of the
children!
"When you examine the pictures of Dr. Klein and try to compare them to Prince and Paris, there really is very
little resemblance between the two," says Dr. Brian S. Glatt. "It seems to me that he would be very unlikely to
be genetically related to them."
Looking at certain "giveaway" facial features such as the nose, eye color, hair color and facial structure, Dr.
Glatt says there is very little similarity in appearance other than the fact that Dr. Klein and the children have
light-colored skin.
He adds about the possibility of Jackson being the biological father, "If there's very little similarity between Dr.
Klein and the two eldest children, there's even less similarity between Michael Jackson and the two eldest
children. It would be very unlikely, in my opinion, that he would be genetically related to these kids. Of course,
there's more to being a father than just being genetically related."
Watch the video for a detailed analysis.

The VICE Guide to Bad Celebrity Plastic Surgery
4.23.12
How many times have you caught a glimpse of Lindsay Lohan’s deformed face on the cover of Us Weekly or splashed across one of the
numerous receptacles for celebrity snark on the internet and thought, “What did that bitch do to herself?” It's like she tried to shotgun a
blunt and burned her lips until they looked more like a collection of oozing sores than something that occurs in nature.
Sure, there are plenty of celebrities (like Joan Rivers and Dolly Parton) whose faces look like tiny balls of Play-Doh stretched across a
bowling ball who readily admit to the number of surgeries they’ve had, but there are twice as many who parade around looking all crazy
and expect us not to notice. Here are what some real plastic surgeons (all of whom have worked on numerous celebrity patients) have to
say about what went wrong and just how you can spot who had what done like a pro.
BREASTS
Celebrity Fuck Up: Cameron Diaz
What Happened: One day she was chairman of the itty bitty titty committee and the next she was sporting twice as much fun in her
bags. Dr. Brian Glatt, a plastic surgeon with a practice in Morristown, New Jersey, says that Cameron Diaz's boobs aren't the worst he's
seen, but you can still get a glimpse of the implants.
Telltale Signs: Dr. Glatt says, "Not to stereotype, but many celebs tend to be on the thinner side and, as a whole, thinner women with
disproportionately large breasts have had breast implants. Someone who is thin is not born with big breasts." Duh. He also says putting
fake ammo in a pair of bazooks will make them rounder and (as anyone who has handled a pair can tell you) firmer, and that it gives the
cleavage a distinctive profile.
ASS
Celebrity Fuck Up: Coco
What Happened: Mrs. Ice T loves to show off her artificially stacked ass in a thong on her Twitter account, but everyone knows all that
junk in her trunk was professionally installed. Dr. Constantino Mandieta, a butt shaping specialist in Miami, says that it is one of two
procedures, either an implant placed into the posterior or something called "fat grafting," where fat is taken from other parts of the body
and sculpted somewhere it can have a more desirable effect. In Coco's case, there's just way, way too much of it.
Telltale Signs: Dr. Mandieta says that a fullness of the butt caused by a sudden drop off (so the backside looks like a shelf) is usually a
good sign of an implant. He says any woman with a tiny waist and an overly round badonk is suspect. Also, if a woman has had fat
grafting, it won't show up on an ultrasound, so just because Coco passed that test on national TV doesn't mean she's 100 percent natural.
LIPS
Celebrity Fuck Up: Meg Ryan
What Happened: America's sweetheart took her face from cherubic to ducktastic, effectively destroying her film career. Dr. Glatt says
she got her lips overstuffed with a hyaluronic acid filler like Juvéderm or Restylane, which will be absorbed back into the body over time.
Here's his take, "It was filled across in one big roll. Because the lip is broken up in little pieces, it has to be done in a segmented way to
make it look natural." Dr. Glatt says that fat grafting can also be done on the lip and that it lasts a lot longer.
Telltale Signs: If a celebrity looks normal one day and like they made out with a nest of scorpions the next, that’s a sure sign.
BOTOX
Celebrity Fuck Up: Nicole Kidman
What Happened: She won an Oscar for wearing a fake nose in The Hours but she became a punch line for having a face that looked
like it belonged to the Bride of Chucky rather than a human being. Dr. Elie Levy, who has a plastic surgery practice in Manhattan's Upper
East Side, says Nicole simply got too much of her face shot up too often. Luckily, like her charms, the Botox is starting to wear off.
Telltale Signs: The classic joke about the well-Botoxed legions is that surprise is the only facial expression they are able to make. That
is easy to spot, especially in actresses (other than January Jones, who is just naturally that stiff). Dr. Levy adds that the skin will also have
a bit of a sheen to it, and the smoothness, at times, looks unnatural because of all the shit that has been injected into it.
FILLERS
Celebrity Fuck Up: Madonna
What Happened: The Material Girl's face got so complicated it started to look like a geometry problem. "The problem with being thin
and over 50 is that your face has a tendency to thin out, and then you look older because your face is thin," Dr. Levy says. The way to
correct that is with fillers like Juvéderm or Radiesse, but when they are applied too liberally, it looks insane. Dr. Levy says he always
advises a client to try to regain the face shape she always had instead of trying to find a whole new shape, like Madge did.
Telltale Signs: This is one of those things that is like pornography or a hipster: it's hard to define, exactly, but you know it when you see
it. If a star's profile has changed drastically or their face looks younger and plumper without the tight eyes of a face lift, then they've been
shot full of something.
FACE LIFTS
Celebrity Fuck Up: Bruce Jenner
What Happened: The Olympic medalist and sire to more reality television stars than we'd care to think about used to be famous for his
athletic prowess. Now he's notorious for being able to bounce a dime off of his overly taut face. Dr. Glatt says, "I don't know if it's too
much surgery or if whoever did it created a more unnatural look—some patients wind up in the hands of people who over-pull or overtighten them."
Telltale Signs: The sure way to spot a face lift is the scars that are hiding behind the ears. Also, the eyes tend to be narrowed or drawn
out if the face is racked too tightly across the skull. And if the neck and jowls are totally gone, that's a sure sign there has been surgical
intervention.

Katherine Jackson: 'Michael Was Addicted to Plastic
Surgery,' Plus the 411 on Body Dysmorphic Disorder

Michael Jackson's mother, Katherine Jackson, admitted on "The Oprah Winfrey Show" this Monday
that she had long worried her son had an addiction to plastic surgery.
Speaking to the media queen in the sprawling Encino, California home she raised theJackson 5 and
their other siblings after moving from a modest home in Gary, Indiana, 80-year-old Katherine Jackson
said that Michael became obsessed with perceived physical inadequacies once his body began
changing during adolescence.
"I felt so bad for him. He'd say, 'I'm just so ugly, I don't want to go out there.' To a mother, all of her
children are always beautiful," said Jackson, while shaking her head. "And so one day, he decided, 'I'm
going to get my nose done.'" At the time, Jackson supported her son's cosmetic surgery wishes, saying
she hoped the small physical change would finally put his concerns to rest and make him happy.
But as the star transformed dramatically, in both the public and his family's eyes for decades to follow,
it became clear that the singer had not stopped at just one surgery -- and that his nose continued to bear
the brunt of repeat procedures that never seemed to satisfy expectations.
"I hear that people get addicted to that plastic surgery, and I think that's
what happened to him," Jackson told Oprah. "I had told him, 'That's enough,
why do you keep going?'" added the mother, who also admitted she had
tracked her son's plastic surgeon down for a chat and implored the doctor
not to perform any more work on Michael. "If he comes there and wants you
to work on his nose, just tell him you did it...and don't change it," Jackson
said she told the doctor.
Plastic surgeon Brian S. Glatt of Premier Plastic Surgery Center of New
Jersey says that Jackson's preoccupation with his nose may point to a
condition called Body Dysmorphic Disorder (BDD).
"People affected by BDD typically are excessively concerned about and overly preoccupied by a
perceived defect in physical appearance. Usually this is a concern which is either out of proportion to
what is really there or is completely perceived by the patient and cannot be appreciated by someone
else," says Dr. Glatt.

http://healthyliving.msn.com

10 BEAUTY AND ANTI-AGING PRODUCTS YOU DON’T NEED
MANY PROMISE THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH IN A BOTTLE, BUT REALITY CAN
BE DISAPPOINTING.

The human impulse to appear younger -- or, at the least, less old -probably goes all the way back to the beginning. Cleopatra took regular
milk and honey baths to rejuvenate her skin, while Romans applied antiaging lotions made from barley, vinegar, basil juice and fennel oil.
Today, the beauty industry is huge business, racking up nearly $70
billion in sales in the U.S. last year. Thousands of products claim to hold
the secret to erasing wrinkles, firming sagging skin or turning back the
clock a decade or two. It can all be very confusing. For while there are

WABC-TV New York

Dr. Jay Adlersberg
NEW YORK (WABC) -- Ear gauging is a trend that involves stretching an ear piercing to accommodate a large plug,
sometimes a half inch or wider. While it is popular with teens, some are realizing that they usually are not acceptable when
looking for a job. Now, plastic surgeons have the challenge of how to repair the lobes when someone takes out the piercings
and wants normal-looking ears again.
Ear gauging involves not just piercing the earlobe, but also stretching the small hole, making it larger and larger.
In his mid-teens, D.J. Della Pia, age 19, noticed a body piercing that caught his attention.
"Lot of my friends and rock bands had these big holes in their ears, I thought that's interesting, something rebellious to do I
guess," Pia said, about ear gauging.
Ear gauging is not a stud earring. It is big holes in the earlobe filled with a wood or metal plug about a half inch in diameter.
Dr. Brian Glatt, a plastic surgeon, reversed Pia's ears recently.
"I'm getting older trying to finish up school, get a job and a lot of places are not looking to hire someone with big holes in
their ears," Pia said.
The holes can shrink back if they're under a half inch in diameter, but larger ones need plastic surgery. Despite decades of
the fad, there seems to be little information on how to reverse it.
Fixing gauged earlobes is such a new plastic surgery procedure that according to Dr. Glatt, there are no reports in the
surgical journals on how to repair the problem.
Dr. Glatt says he generally removes scar tissue around the hole and stitches the sides together, under local anesthesia.
Sometimes he does the operation with intravenous sedation as well as local anesthesia. Patients are almost all young men,
and many smoke.
"[Smoking] actually makes their wound worse and predisposes them to a scar which is not as nice looking and they may
have trouble healing," said Dr. Glatt.
Can Bocchino, 20 years old, is a tattoo artist, who had disfiguring scar tissue after ear gauging. He had surgery to fix the
gauged earlobes and covered the tiny scars with a couple tattoos.

Can Courtney and Kendra Breast-Feed with Implants?

Both Kourtney Kardashian and Kendra Wilkinson have had breast implants. Can they still
breast-feed their new babies?
— Rocachik, New York
Kourtney Kardashian, for the record, is finally
happy with implants she got when she was younger,
and that took her from a B cup to a C cup. Kendra
Wilkinson has said she worked two jobs at age 18
to get her implants.
But can they breast-feed now that they have birthed
Mason and Hank IV respectively? Well...
...sure, plastic surgeons say. For the most part.
In the overall population, about 15 percent of women
who have children simply cannot breast-feed,
regardless of breast alterations, Dr. Brian Glatt tells
me.
If a woman has breast implants, and she cannot
nurse, she may be a part of that 15 percent, or, he says, there's a small chance that the surgery
is to blame. If the surgeon makes the implant incision near the nipple, instead of under the breast
or arm, that could, technically, affect chances at breast feeding success, Glatt says.
"You should be able to feed regardless," Glatt explains, "But your chances are probably a little
lower if your incision is around the nipple because you run the risk of cutting around the breast
duct."
The stretching of the breast could also put pressure on the ducts, slightly increasing the
possibility of feeding problems, I am told. Other than that, it's all fine, whether the implant is made
of saline or the more common silicone.
Now, whether we'll get Angelina Jolie-style photos of any of that breast feeding? That's another
story.

Heidi Montag faces health risks after multiple
plastic surgery procedures: doctors
BY ROSEMARY BLACK
DAILY NEWS STAFF WRITER

Tuesday, April 20th 2010, 12:47 PM

Truscello/WireImage
Poolside in Las Vegas a few months after surgery, Heidi Montag shows off her new
figure. Doctors say she could face health risks after her 10 operations.

Her 10 procedures, done in one day some five months ago, could potentially cause health issues from back
problems to stringy neck muscles, medical experts say.
"The extraordinarily large breast implants that she had put in are excessive for her size, and that will become
an issue in the future," says Dr. Brian S. Glatt, board-certified plastic surgeon and director of the Premier
Plastic Surgery Center. "She can predispose herself to spine problems down the road, just from the weight
of the implants."
Drooping breasts may also result, since the weight of the implants can stretch out the surrounding skin and
soft breast tissue, Glatt says, and if Montag decides to have a baby, she may not be able to breast-feed
because the implants are so big that they’re squeezing and putting pressure on the milk ducts.

www.magazine.foxnews.com
Fine lines, crow’s feet and sun spots — when it comes to
aging, women have a lot against them.
And it looks like our hands can betray us as well.
It was recently reported that more women are looking into
surgical procedures to prevent and reduce the signs of aging
in one’s hands, comparing it to the impact of one 55-year-old
youthful pop star who's been rocking fingerless gloves lately
to hide her “mitts.”
“Hands age just like the rest of us do,” explains Dr. Brian
S. Glatt, an assistant clinical professor at the division of
plastic surgery at Mount Sinai School of Medicine. “They
happen to be in a prominent place and tend to be
overlooked over time as a part of the body which can
make one look older.
“But prevention is also usually neglected in the hands,” he
adds. “How often are people concerned with using sunscreen
on the backs of their hands versus concern about covering
their face?”
Unlike other parts of the body, hands are often exposed to the
most common culprit behind early signs of aging. Basking in
the warm glow of the sun's rays damages skin’s elastin, causing wrinkles, sagginess and discoloration, among
other problems. And, as we get older, doctors say the delicate skin of the hands thins out, resulting in
prominent veins.
“As we age, the natural fat cushions in our hands begins to decrease,” says Dr. David E. Bank, president of the
New York State Society for Dermatology and Dermatologic Surgery. “The skin on the back of the hands is
extremely thin, so any loss of fat padding will be very noticeable. The thinning of this fat barrier causes all the
structures in the hand to become more visible — which means the tendons, bones and veins begin to protrude.
Over time, additional changes in bone structure, as well as enlargement of veins, contribute to this ‘bony’
look.”
Bank also stresses that since our hands obtain more sun exposure than our face, it’s easy to lose the collagen
that keeps them soft and supple.
Beverly Hills-based plastic surgeon Dr. Gabriel Chiu reveals more women are looking into getting procedures
to reverse the side effects of not slathering enough SPF daily. “We rarely, if ever, use sunblock on our hands,”
says Chiu. “We also rarely use skincare on them. Sure, many people have manicures, but who do you know is
regularly applying exfoliants, moisturizers or skin lightening agents on the hands? Since applying makeup to
the hands is not common practice, not even concealer tricks can prevent the appearance of ‘granny hands.’”
There are possible solutions, but it will cost you. Some doctors offer “fat transfers,” injecting fat from a
patient’s derriere or thighs onto the hands, plumping them out. But some medical experts believe this causes
more harm than good.

Vacation$implants$are$a$thing.$You’ve$probably$
got$a$lot$of$questions$
!
TheLoop.ca!
!
What!would!you!pay!to!have!big!boobs!for!a!day?!If!your!answer!is!in!the!$2,000!to!
$4,000!range,!then!you’re!in!luck!!Enter!saline!breast!implants,!a!new!procedure!
that’s!been!bouncing!through!headlines!since!a!New!York!Times!article!chronicled!
its!growing!popularity.!Created!by!injecting!saline!into!the!breast,!the!resulting!
enhancements,!also!known!as!‘vacation!boobs,’!are!meant!to!be!fun!–!and!fleeting.!
They!let!women!experience!larger!breast!sizes!without!the!hassle!or!commitment!of!
implants.!
!
WHO$GETS$THEM?$
According!to!recent!coverage,!the!procedure!is!popular!with!women!who’d!like!a!
boost!on!their!wedding!day,!or!for!other!special!occasions,!like!vacations.!But!Dr.!
Jonathan!Kaplan,!a!board!certified!plastic!surgeon,!trained!at!the!Cleveland!Clinic!
and!practicing!in!San!Francisco,!says!he’s!more!inclined!to!give!saline!injections!to!
postTmastectomy!women,!to!stretch!out!their!skin!before!inserting!permanent!
implants,!or!to!patients!who’d!like!to!test!drive!a!bigger!pair!before!standard!breast!
augmentation.!
!
ARE$THEY$SAFE?$
That!depends!on!whom!you!ask.!Dr.!Kaplan!says!they!are,!while!Dr.$Lyle$Back,!a!
Fellow!of!the!American!Academy!of!Cosmetic!Surgery!and!a!longstanding!member!of!
the!American!Society!of!Plastic!Surgeons,!says!that!a!dearth!of!reliable!research!
means!many!plastic!surgeons!feel!the!procedure!is!not!only!unnecessary,!but!
“unethical!and!inappropriate.”!He!lists!pain,!bruising,!infection,!hematoma!(large!or!
extensive!bruises),!nerve!damage,!disfigurement!and!infection!as!potential!side!
effects,!adding!that!the!unstudied!nature!of!this!procedure!means!there!could!be!
other!unknown!outcomes.!Dr.$Back!prefers!to!use!3D!simulation!software!and!
inserts!to!help!potential!patients!explore!the!look!and!feel!of!augmented!breasts.!
!
HOW$DO$THEY$COMPARE?$
SalineTenhanced!breasts!look!like!regular!boobs,!but!bigger.!Initially!they!feel!tight!
and!hard,!but!will!soften!as!the!saline!absorbs,!says!Dr.!Kaplan.!Both!Dr.!Kaplan!and!
Dr.$Back!agree!that!traditional,!permanent!silicone!implants!better!mimic!real!
breasts.!
!
WHAT$ARE$THE$ALTERNATIVES?$
“There!are!plenty!of!nonTsurgical,!nonTprocedural!ways!that!women!have!been!
safely!using!for!years!to!help!out!in!socially!pressured!situations,”!says!Dr.$Back,!
“Push!up!bras,!wonder!bras,!or!‘chicken!cutlets!still!work!fine!”!

!

YOU’RE"GETTING"WHAT"DONE"TO"WHERE?"THE"
MOST"BIZARRE"PLASTIC"SURGERY."
"DO"YOU"DARE"IN"2015?"
"
Beautereport.com!

!
!

!
Botox,!filler,!breast!augmentation,!rhinoplasty,!
that’s!so..!20th!century!!The!demand!for!
outright!wacky!plastic!surgery!has!surpassed!
virtually!anyone’s!imagination!including!most!
plastic!surgeons.!As!long!as!there!is!patient!
demand!to!tweak!body!parts!heretofore!
deemed!untouchable,!the!roster!of!surreal!
procedures!continues!to!grow."Philadelphia"
area"board"certified"plastic"surgeon"Dr."Lyle"
Back!breaks!them!down!for!us,!but!by!doing!
so,!does!not!unilaterally!endorse!them.!
!
!

Grin"lift!
The!corners!of!our!mouths!droop!as!we!age.!But!for!an!unlucky!minority,!this!permanent!scowl!can!
make!them!look!perpetually!grumpy.!The!grin!lift!as!is!a!surgical!way!to!turn!this!frown!upside!down.!
For!the!procedure,!a!surgeon!removes!small!skin!triangles!from!above!each!corner!of!the!mouth!to!
cause!it!to!lift.!What’s!the!upside?!People!no!longer!ask!you!why!you!are!upset.!But!there!is!a!downside!
–!this!creates!permanent!scars!that!can!make!you!look!like!The!Joker.!Trust!your!plastic!surgeon!to!
guide!you!in!the!right!direction!.You!can!usually!get!the!same!liftIlike!results!for!those!down!turning!
corners!of!the!mouth!without!surgery!–!in!the!hands!of!an!experienced!doctor!with!a!simple!15!minute!
office!wrinkle!filler!treatment!!
!
With!eyebrow!transplants,!patients!design!their!ideal!eyebrows!with!a!stencil,!just!like!the!kind!sold!at!
Sephora.!Surgeons!use!the!patientIcreated!stencil!to!achieve!what!the!patients!want!through!one!of!two!
procedures:!Follicular!Unit!Transplant!(FUT)!and!NeoGrafting.!With!FUT,!plastic!surgeons!remove!a!
fourIinchIwide!slice!of!scalp!from!the!back!of!your!head!and!then!dissect!all!the!hairs!to!graft!in!
wherever!you’d!like.!This!procedure!tends!to!leave!a!scar.!NeoGrafting!involves!using!a!machine!to!suck!
out!the!hairs!from!your!scalp!without!leaving!a!scar,!but!is!known!to!have!a!lower!success!rate.!
!
Belly"button"surgery!

Plastic Surgeon Shares Beauty Dos & Don'ts For Pregnant Women
4.25.12
Most mothers-to-be already know the basic do’s and don'ts of pregnancy: Get plenty of rest, no smoking and no drinking — but
what about cosmetic procedures like Botox? While you’re pregnant, a trip to the spa can be an opportunity for much-needed
pampering. However, some treatments such as microdermabrasion and laser treatments may be harmful to you and/or your
baby, so it is important to do your homework so you know which ones to avoid.
“The decision to undergo any cosmetic treatment while pregnant should always be made by your doctor, who must determine if
the benefits outweigh any potential risks,” advises Dr. Brian Glatt, Board Certified Plastic Surgeon. Below are some
common—and vital—questions that moms-to-be have asked Dr. Glatt many times over during his tenure as a plastic surgeon.
Can I Get a Chemical Peel?
Chemical peels involve the application of different types of acids to the surface of the skin to exfoliate the top layers and freshen
up the tone and texture of the skin. Superficial peels such as lactic and glycolic acid are very safe, but should not be done during
pregnancy secondary to unknown risks regarding absorption of chemical products into the bloodstream and potential exposure
to the baby.
Can I Get BOTOX?
BOTOX are extremely safe and involves very localized injections into specific targeted areas. BOTOX does not spread to distant
sites and is not located in the bloodstream. Regardless, the effects on potential pregnancies are not known. General consensus is
to stay away from Botox while pregnant.
Can I Get Fillers?
Restylane and Juvederm are localized injections of a natural hyaluronic acid fillers to smooth out deeper lines and
furrows. These are likely safe during pregnancy, but usually unnecessary as the face typically plumps up on its own while
pregnant! Best to stay away from any injections during pregnancy as the safety has not been proven.
Can I Get Laser treatments for brown spots and blood vessels (such as Fraxel)?
Although melasma (brown discoloration of the skin) is a common occurrence during pregnancy, it is a generally recommended
that one should wait until after having your baby to have any kind of laser treatment.
Can I Get a Microdermabrasion?
Microdermabrasion is a physical exfoliation in which tiny spherical crystals are whisked over the skin and vacuumed away. This
procedure is perfectly safe during pregnancy.
In general, any “non-essential” treatment should not be performed during pregnancy. There is very little information about
safety information regarding the developing child and how any of these treatments may affect the baby while the mother is
pregnant. Best to hold off until after your baby is born!
About Dr. Brian S. Glatt, MD, FACS
Brian S. Glatt, MD, FACS is a premier, Board Certified Plastic Surgeon serving the New Jersey and New York Metropolitan Area.
In addition to a loyal following of patients in the tri-state region, people often travel from other parts of the country to see Dr.
Glatt. His reputation as a stellar surgeon who takes immense pride in his ability to combine the highest level of technical
expertise with exceptional artistic vision and a keen aesthetic sense in order to produce outstanding, yet natural looking results
has gained him national acclaim.

